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Ouring the September 2, 1981 meeting of the Environmental Quality Commission
the proposed exemption list for the Department of Land Utilization of the City and County
of Honolulu was up for review. The Environmental Center responded to the proposed
exemption list with a review dated July 27, 1981.
There is one major item on DLU's exemption list which we would like to call to
your further attention. The exemption in question is Item 4 under Exemption Class No.3
titled Wind Generators. The following comments on this proposed exemption were included
in our earlier review:
The description of this exempt item should be expanded to
specify the scale of operations which would be exempt.
Exemption Class 3 under EQC Regulations I: 33a is intended
to address small-scale facilities and structures. Wind-
powered generating units could have a significant impact on
the environment due to noise, safety, aesthetics, television
interference or by altering the landscape of the area and
reducing its economic value. Height and diameter limitations
should be considered in defining this exempt item.
This exemption, as it reads now, would permit the construction of wind generators
(with necessary permits) without a full disclosure of the potential environmental impacts
or specific size limitations. We strongly support and encourage the development of renewable
sources of energy. We are concerned, however, that such development proceed under
full awareness of environmental considerations. The preparation of an EfS and/or environmental
assessment/negative declaration provides the public with an opportunity to respond to
these projects and should contribute to sound planning. We would appreciate the Commissions
consideration of our concern and suggestions for incorporating certain size limitations
in the exemption as expressed in our ear Ii er re view.
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Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the review of the proposed exemption
list. Please calJ the Environmental Center at 948-7361 if you have question.
Sincerely,
C'Lr:./~(,-,('jJ~(-
Doak C. Cox
Director
KMK
cc: Office of Environmental Quality Control
Michael McElroy, DLU
Jacquelin Miller
Garret Kawamura
